
The first ascent of Dibibokri Pyramid,
Kulu, 1978

ick Hewitt

Mick and 1 had already spent 3 months walking and climbing in Kashmir, 0 when
Chris arrived from England at the end of August we felt ready to have a look at our
real Himalayan objective. We left Manali on 7 S ptember 1978 on a gruelling bus
journey to the village of Manikaran, and the next day, with 6 porters and 150 kilos
of locally purchased food and fuel, began our walk-in up the Parbati valley.

Despite the delay of several days due 10 labour unrest amongst the porters, on
16 September we finally established Base Camp in a small shepherds' hut at 4000rn
in the valley of the Dibibokri Nala, a tributary of the Parbati, which itself empties
imo the Beas below Kulu.

At this point we discovered the loss of our 2 petrol stoves, a duvet and the
pressure cooker. This was a real blow but fortunately we were saved a long trip
down to Manali and the nearest hops by a small expedition of Indian climbers
from Calcutta camped nearby. They were allempting Rubal Kang (6150m), first
climbed in 1952 by Snelson, and they kindly gave us their spare paraffin primus. A
genuine antique, we had a few hesitant moments as we filled it with petrol ... but in
fact it ran adequately.

From our Ba e Camp we could see at the head of the valley the pointed summit
of a snO\vy mountain, but it lOok us a day's walk 10 confirm that this was in fact the
' ... mighty Dibibokri Pyramid .. .' which Dr Tremonti saw in front of him on the
first ascent of Parvati Peak in 1968 (A] 75 53). It was Dr Tremonti's brief description
and the fact that this mountain was stillunclimbed which brought us to this remote
Himalayan valley 10 years later.

On the 21st with the weather still unsettled from the tail end of the monsoon,
and the snow rather soft from the cloudy niglfts, we moved up to have a look for
ourselves. We camped at the foot of the Main Glacier at about 4600m. The morning
of the 22nd was fine, and Mick and I pu hed on up the moraine and rubble and out
on to the snow-covered glacier. We could not afford to lose more gear so Chris
went back down to Base Camp to 'babysit'. As we moved up the view opened out,
the desperate looking col which Holmes crossed from Spiti in 1956 ahead, an
unnamed 6000m ridge and the huge ice-face of Fluted Peak to the right, and to the
left Parvati Peak and Dibibokri Pyramid. Behind us, beyond the Parbati River, rose
the impressive bulk of Parbati South. As we rounded the big bend in the glacier the
weather broke again and we pitched the tent at the foot of the Pyramid.

The 23rd began as a cold snowy day. We trudged on up the glacier, the soft snow
making it hard work, but we reached the foot of the Dibibokri Col, between our
mountain and Parvati Peak, in time to get a close view of the route above, just as the
cloud and snow swept up the valley again. Mick, the expedition engineer, was
feeling sick, so 1 had to struggle with the stove, and the rice and mackerel. Outside
it was snowing more and more. What a way to spend my 25th birthday!

The next day was rather a half-hearted affair. The snow was bad, Mick still felt
sick, and the sky did not look too promising. We knew that the Italians had climbed
the steep rock and snow wall from the glacier to the Col in a direct line of 800m, but
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we chose to take the slanting now couloir on the right as being the lesser eviL This
couloir was fOnTled berween the wall and rhe huge IOppling mass or the hanging
glacier ca cading down from rhe mountain above, The couloir looked quite
traightfonvard except for 2 shon sreep sections where the eracs pinched the

couloir inlO narrow ice-gullies, The leasr we could do was 10 go and look at the first
or these, This lower pan or the couloir was threatened by the sera s above, 0 we
were both immensel relieved when we were back down on the glacier again, At
least we had satisfied ourselves that the fll'st ice-pitch would go-even if nothing
else did!

) Dibibokri PyramidJrom Camp I (Photo: N, HewiU)
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A day and a half back to Base ... a heavy sack and a bit of altitude makes you
really appreciate the downhill stretches!

While Mick rested at Base Camp enjoying the sunshine, Chris and] spent a week
up the W Glacier. We went thinking we might attempt Rubal Kang, but when we
saw that it was no more than a subsidiary peak with the huge rock summit of Lal
Gila towering above it, we decided to go to the col of 5500m at the head of the
glacier instead. From there we had magnificent views all round. Lal Gila (6349m),
we later learned, was climbed in 1961 by Alleto and de Riso of Consiglio's CA]
expedition.

On 7 October Mick and] left Base Camp again in excellent, settled weather. We
put Camp 2 at the foot of the Colon the 8th, taking 2 days to do what had
previously taken 3 .... Next day we climbed the big couloir on perfect snow and
ice, and reached the Dibibokri Col at 5950m before the sun set, in time to find a
sheltered ledge for our tent below the cornice on the Parahio side. The Pyramid
face looked big and steep, but we were relieved that at least it looked feasible.

At 5am on Tuesday 10 October, after a clear, cold night, we began the traverse
of the narmw corniced ridge which led on to the NW face of the Pyramid. The
central and right side of this face seemed to rear up to the summit in an increasingly
steep sweep of snow and ice, but on the left the face was edged by a broken band of
rock. By moving on the snow and belaying on this mck we were able to make
reasonable progress, and enjoy the climbing. After a steady 500m, just beneath the
summit ridge, the route was blocked as the rock band turned and hung over the
face. We established ourselves on an icy slab below a likely looking corner, and with
a few bridging moves, the grating of crampons and flurries of powder snow we were
through and on to the ridge above. At last we could move together, and finally,
suddenly, at Ipm we stood on the summit. We shook hands, and sat a few feet down
on the steep W slope. The deep brown cleft of the Dibibokri ala and the Parbati

valley lay before us, and we knew that 13km away and 2500m below, Chi-is would
be watching for us.

The view was perfect, the sky crystal clear. To the E, in Spiti, was ridge after
endless ridge of brown and white, to the Sand W the countless ice-peaks of Parbati,
Tos and the Bara Shigri, and to the the huge mass of Parvati Peak. Five hundred
m below on the Col was the tent of Camp 3, and 1200m below our tracks were
clearly visible snaking their way up the glacier. It was very cold, so we started down
quickly. Ropelength by mpelength we belayed each other down the face. The front
pointing began to get very tiring, but by 5pm as the sun was setting we arrived at the
tent.

We were both exhausted, and looking forward to the well-rehearsed and
much-loved routine of brewing up, cooking and sleep. But it was not to be so
simple, as Mick realized that his toes were frozen hard and white.

The next morning we had no choice but to strap on crampons once more and
climb down the steep snow couloir to the glacier, thankful to be off the snow. Next
afternoon, 12 October, we reached Base Camp once again. Chris was expecting us
and had prepared a huge feast, but our celebrations were marred by the sight of
Mick's swollen blistered feet. After a few days' rest we said goodbye to the Dibibokri
Nala and its Pyramid and all set off down for the road-head at Manikaran. The 4
day walk was hard work; for Mick with two sticks and the toes cut out of his boots,
and' for Chris and me struggling behind under huge loads. On 20 October we
reached Manali.
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And so our expedition team split up, Mick to England and hospital, we to Nepal
to look at other, bigger mountains. A sad episode, but not a sad ending, as the loss
of a toe will not stop him climbing!

Summary
Punjab Himalaya, Kulu, India. Dibibokri Pyramid, 6408m. First ascent 10 October 1978 by
the Dibibokri Col and NW face. Members: Mick Hoffe, ick Hewitt and Christine Mumford.

Maps
Or Trel11omi's excellent sketch map of the Dibibokri Nala is reproduced in the 1970 Alpine
Journal, page 55. A les' useful 'Trekking Map of Himachal Pradesh' is produced in 3 sheets by
the Director, West Himalayan Mountaineering Institute, Himachal Pradesh Dept. of
Tourism, Manali, Distt, Kulu, H.P., India.

The Snow Mountains of Irian Jaya
Hilary Collins

'Dingin, Tuan', says Phonis, repeatedly. We know he is cold and feel very sorry and
responsible for him and Ans. We have given them as many of our spare clothes as
we dare. There was no way of knowing that the Base Camp we were to occupy in
this bleak cwm of glacial lakes, with its constant mist and frequent rain, would be
on the main trade route of the primitive Dani and Moni tribe. Our Moni porters
refused to leave us completely alone as they were afraid we would lose the gear we
had to leave at Base Camp. They are a wonderful race of people, not the savages
some literature would have us believe; but a very respectful people, kind,
thoughtful, and usually happy; but not when it rains!

However after spending 3 weeks trying to find our way into this most unusual
mountain range, the highest between the Andes and the Himalayas, we were
determined to make a small impact on the area. The approach march of only 5 days
had certainly had its impact on us; neither of us had ever felt so scratched, bruised,
or battered in our lives before, as we did after the struggle to keep up with our
running, barefooted, naked porters. For 3 days of wet jungle on a track so little
used, that we could not have followed it without our 10 porters as guides, our maps
were totally inadequate. It was almost a sense of 'mirage' when we eventually
topped one jungle ridge and saw the Snow Mountains of the Equator hovering in
the far distance before disappearing for another day into clammy clouds.

Reaching Base Camp was a very sobering experience. We found the area around
covered in graffiti and littered with rubbish left by groups who worked at the
American Indonesian Copper Mine. We had tried to approach by the mine but
were actively discouraged, and refused access by the authorities. Our first concern
was to clean up the area to make it a more pleasant 'home', then we set out to
reconnoitre the approach to our proposed first route: the unclimbed S face of
Carstenz.

On 29 December we were up at first light, having made our 2 Moni guards a
large quantity of food for a possible 2 days alone. They could not co-ordinate a
lighter and were therefore incapable of lighting a stove, so we had to leave large
quantities of food ready cooked as they had no sweet potatoes-their normal
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